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NEWS

Nobel Prize winner canceled by IMF after
denouncing ‘climate change’ alarmism

The UN's International Monetary Fund canceled a talk by Dr. John Clauser

shortly after he declared that he does not 'believe there is a climate crisis.'
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(LifeSiteNews) — Nobel Prize laureate Dr. John Clauser’s talk at the International

Monetary Fund (IMF) has been canceled following his outspoken criticism of the “climate

change” agenda.

Clauser, who won the Physics Nobel Prize in 2022, “was to present a seminar on climate

models to the IMF on Thursday and now his talk has been summarily canceled,” according

to a press release by the CO2 Coalition, an organization critical of the mainstream climate

narrative that Clauser joined in May 2023.

“According to an email he received last evening, the Director of the Independent

Evaluation O�ce of the International Monetary Fund, Pablo Moreno, had read the �yer

for John’s July 25 zoom talk and summarily and immediately canceled the talk,” the press

release continues, adding that “Technically, it was ‘postponed.’”

Patrick Moore, a former Greenpeace activist and now a member of the CO2 Coalition, also

insinuated in a tweet that “postponed” means that Clauser’s talk is e�ectively canceled.

Clauser made headlines recently when he said during a speech at the “Quantum Korea

2023” event that he does not “believe there is a climate crisis.”

READ: Nobel Prize winner denounces alarmist climate predictions: ‘I don’t believe

there is a climate crisis’

Clauser added that “key processes are exaggerated and misunderstood by approximately

200 times” and accused the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) of

spreading misinformation. 

The renowned physicist has furthermore criticized U.S. President Joe Biden’s climate

policies and the fact that the 2021 Nobel Prize was awarded for work done on computer

models predicting “climate change.” Clauser has criticized the faulty models used by the

IPCC and others that he stresses ignore important factors. 

Clauser has developed climate models that emphasize the impact of cumulus clouds

re�ecting sunlight, which cover around half of the Earth on average and has argued that

temperature changes caused by the levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere are “nearly

two orders of magnitude smaller” than the impact of the cumulus clouds, rendering it

negligible by comparison.

Commenting on climate alarmism, Clauser has said that “The popular narrative about

climate change re�ects a dangerous corruption of science that threatens the world’s

economy and the well-being of billions of people.”
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